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ever wonder what islam thinks of ufos and aliens you - one of the most fascinating aspects of the ufo phenomena is its
ultimate effects on religion without question each religion will have to come to grips with the reality of et or more importantly
that man is not the only game in the universe, the amazing creation of earth and iron iron came from - at the top of the
north pole the sun never sets and i showed the video for that and also quoted the scientific sources for that also in the lands
near by it almost never sets either and i quoted sources for that as well and also showed pictures of the polar night skies on
these lands, edip yuksel s english and turkish books 19 org - 10 visitors online now 10 guests 0 members max visitors
today 19 at 07 33 pm utc this month 140 at 12 03 2018 10 14 pm utc this year 140 at 12 03 2018 10 14 pm utc, billy meier
s prophecies predictions probability - in the figu literature contact notes books booklets letters periodicals etc a lot of
information is published regarding global political military cultural and historical events scientific facts discoveries and
inventions that range from the historical past the present and very far into the future, importance of dua in islam islamic
exorcism - the quranic healing therapy during islamic exorcism is 100 safe as mentioned in the quran that holy quran is a
healing and mercy for the believers but loss to who does not believe, 19 org faith not supported by reason and empirical
- before putting anything in our mouths we observe the color sniff its smell if it looks rotten or smells bad we do not touch it if
a food passes the eye and nose tests then our taste buds will be the judge, iran politics club iran news history culture
music - fashion models nadia malina rojel spicy hot persian model nadia s wild shots nadia malina rojel ipc hot new model
nadia s debut in ipc nadia s wild shots nadia malina rojel is the ipc s hot new model, encounter with jinns your ghost
stories - t his is a real life incident about a relative who dabbled in the black arts and paid a very heavy price for it my sister
was married to a muslim guy and his aunt was highly interested in mastering certain practices mentioned in the koran which
if done correctly can allegedly give you a lot of powers, jebel el lawz right mount sinai archaeological findings - in a
previous article on mount sinai we are told that the true mount sinai is in saudi arabia this site guides lead both biblical and
archaeological discoveries on this site, the mystery of serpent worship world mysteries blog - the mystery of serpent
worship by leonard farra for thousands of years in many ways the serpent has played a role in religions folk customs and
superstitious beliefs why did some people believe in serpent birds and what are the fiery flying ones mentioned in the bible
isa 14 29 and if flying snakes are a mystery, deciphering sirius and orion ancient code - deciphering sirius and orion
sirius and orion were the most important stars in the sky to many ancient civilizations including the ancient egyptians who
gave extreme importance to these stars, earth changes and the pole shift - the russian s lead re truth there is an opinion
that global climate change can be associated not with the notorious human impact on nature namely with a change in the
slope of the earth, top 5 most haunted places in transylvania tripsavvy - transylvania s hoia forest is regarded as a site
of paranormal activity as a result various legends have developed about the forest and ghost hunters and those seeking
other unexplained phenomena have been drawn to the site, nibiru the koran the vatican obama tribulation now calamities judgment and sudden destruction the vatican s role in hiding planet x from the world for those of us who have
known that planet x nibiru is not just some conspiracy theory discovering that nibiru is spoken of in the quran koran by itself
is not all that amazing, the architectural marvel of madain saleh and the enigmatic - the archaeological site of mada in
saleh previously known as hegra is the most famous ancient site in saudi arabia it is also the first archaeological site of
saudi arabia to be included in the world heritage list, the mind of james donahue front page - two odd encounters i was
experimenting with personal light energy while waiting for my wife i was seated on one of the long widower s benches at the
front of the local walmart and i noticed that a number of people seemed to be responding to pleasant smiles and good will
greetings, 10 most courageous undercover journalists - image source sometimes getting the scoop on a story means
doing more than simple research and interviews sometimes it requires a bigger and riskier sacrifice like going undercover
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